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Abstnact

In this practicnm, we explore some issnes involved in fitting a pressure-volume moclel

of the lungs to patient data. The four-parameter logistic curve is an acceptecl model

when it comes to clescribing pressure-volume data in the lung. It is typical to collect

data at the bottom end of the four-parameter logistic curve. Becanse of this, we

would iike to know irow well this modei works when trying to estimate the lower

point of maximtim second derivative, which is where the optimal point of ventilation

is located. We woulcl also like to know how weli the clrrrent proceclr-rre of linear ap-

proximation of this point of maximnm second derivative works in clifferent sitnations.

First, \Me use nonlinear regression to fit the logistic moclel to a data set obtained

from pigs. The techniqu,e of profiling is then used to determine confidence intervals

and the degree of nonlinearity of the parameters.

A simulation experiment is then performed to retrieve many responses we are

interested in, such as those involved in convergence, degree of nonlinearity, ancl

linear approximated standard errors in estimating the points of maximum compliance

change. The iinear approximated standard error in estimating the points of maxim¿m

compliance change turns out to be very large when data from the lower part of the



logistic crlrve is taken.

Latin hyper-cube sampiing and partial rank correlation coefficients are used to ex-

tract which parameters have the biggest inflnence on the responses. Then, a foliowup

factorial experiment is performed with the most important explanatory variabies to

see their effect on our response variables.

It turns out there are big problems in fitting a fonr-parameter iogistic model when

we only have data at the lower end of the cnrve. The linear approximated stanclarcl

errors turn out to be huge, convergence is rare, and the linear approximation interval

does not work at all when data is only collected at the bottom end of the logistic

curve.
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Chapter l-

Introduction

We would Like to be able to accurately quantify the relationship between pressure

and volume in the lungs. The reason for this is, when patients are put on a ventilator,

they will receive the most benefit if the ventilator is set at a particnlar volnme. This

practicum deals with first fitting the pressnre-volume equation, then looking at the

implications of estimating the ideal point of ventilation.

The ventilator that will be studied is the biologically variable ventiiator, intro-

dticed by Dr. Alan Mutch of the University of Manitoba. The idea behind this

ventilator is that "noisy" ventilation, with voiume being set at a point that varies,

will produce the most benefit to patients in need of long-term ventilation, such as

coma patients, patients ltnder atelectasis, patients with respiratory failure and pa-

tients with acute respiratory distress slmdrome.

In Chapter 2, we will look at what these benefits are, and provicle more informa-

tion on the motivation behind the bioiogically variable ventilator. In Chapter 3, we
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will introduce some of the techniques used in nonlinear regression analysis to view

the implications of the estimation techniques. In Chapter 4,, we will describe the

techniques we will use to determine where to set the ventilator, ancl some issues that

arise when doing so. In Chapter 5, we will perform an experiment, from which Latin

hyper-cnbe sampling and partial rank correlation coefficients will be used to deter-

mine some of the important drivers behincl estimating the parameters ancl responses.

The important variables will then be used to perform a factorial experiment to see

their effect on the various response variables. Finally, in Chapter 6, we will sum ¡p

the conclusions obtained from this practicum.

The goal of this practicnm is to provide some insight into how well we can estimate

the point where ventilation should be set, using the f'our-parameter logistic function.

Diflerent conditions will be investigated to examine the region of optimal ventilation

that will resnlt in minimal harm to the patient. The cnrrent procedure for fincling

confidence intervals for the estimates of the points of maximum compliance change

uses the linear approximation method to nonlinear regression. Becanse of this, we

would like to know which parameters most influence how the profile interval differs

from the iinear approximation interval. In essence) we would like to see if ancl when

the cnrrent procednre of linear approximation is best nsed.

We will finally perform a simulation experiment of 1000 data sets, generated with

the help of the Latin hyper-cube sampling technique. This simulation experiment will

help us identify the biggest influences on our potential response variables. From this

large nttmber of data sets, we will be able to determine when a linear approximation
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is most appropriate and the implications involved when trving to estimate the lower

"knee" of the four-parameter logistic fnnction.



Chapter 2

Vlotivation and Background

Inforrnation

We begin this chapter with a brief overview of the motivation behind the biologically

variable ventilator from a medical point of view, then we move into a brief history

behind the equation ttsed to describe the pressure-volume relationship in the hrngs,

and finally, we clescribe some of the implications the theory behincl the biologically

variable ventilator entails in other fields of medicine.

2.L Motivation

Z.L.L Spontaneous Physiological Variability

It has been observed (Lefevre, Kowalski, Girling, Thiessen, and Mutch, 1g96) that

physiological rhythms are characterized by spontaneous variability. Heart rate, res-
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piratory rate, and blood pressure ampLitude over time ail exhibit such spontaneoris

variability. Conventional life-stipport systems, such as mechanical ventilators, fail to

reproduce the spontaneous variabiiity that exists when the itings breathe on their

own. The study by Lefevre et al. (1996) showed that eliminating these natu.ral

spontaneous rhythms may add to the morbidity and perhaps mortality linkecl with

such life-support systems, implying that mechanical ventilation can be improvecl if

normal physiological variation is reproducecl. The timing and extent of l¿ng ¡nit

alveolar recruitment reveals substantial spontaneous variability. Varying the rate

and volume at each inspiratory cycle driring mechanical ventilation may inlluence

alveolar recrltitment, which will improve oxygenation. The onset and duration of the

ventilator inspiratory cycle can be varied using a computer-controller.

2.t.2 Computer-Controlled Ventilation

one study (Mritch, Harms, Lefevre, Graham, Girling, and Kowalski, 2000) com-

pared a compttter-controlled ventilator (modified Ohio 7000 anesthesia ventilator)

with conventional ventilation. The results of this stucly showed that the arterial

oxygenation can be improved by moclifying mechanical ventilation to incorporate

biological variability.

It has been suggested (Suki, Alencar, Sujeer, Lutchen, Collins, Anclracle JR,

Ingenito, Zapperi, ancl Stanley, 1993) that the magnitude and timing of pressnre

exerted at the airway entrance dr.rring artificial ventilation may be critical in trigger-

ing the avaianche process of alveolar recruitment. Therefore, variable frequency and
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tidal volnme will theoretically help this avalanche process.

Recntitment of atelectatic lung units and preservation of alveolar patency is a key

goal of mechanical ventilation (Mutch et al., 2000). This has led to the development

of a new mode of mechanical ventilation, known as biologically variable ventilation.

2.L.3 Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome

Many studies have demonstrated that many patients with severe acute respiratory

distress syndrome were being ventilated on the rJpper "knee" of the pressnre-vohime

curve. In many cases) this resultecl in strain on the lu.ngs, or a ventilator-associatecl

lung injtr.ry (VALI). The conclusion reached by Lefevre et al. (1996) is that use of

a computer-controlled ventilator that programs for biological variability results in

improved blood oxygenation without raising mean airway pressures, when comparecl

with conventional ventilation in an oieic acid injured lung in a porcine moclel, which

is a standard model to study acute respiratory distress syndrome.

2.L.4 Consequences of Mechanical ventilation During Anes-

thesia

Some consequences of mechanical ventilation during anesthesia include impairecl gas

exchange and respiratory mechanics. Up to 90% of patients show a clrop in arterial

oxygenation, incteased shunt fraction and smalier respiratory system compliance clur-

ing anesthesia. These effects seem to increase over time (\4r-rtch, Eschnn, Kowalski,
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Graham, Girling, and Lefewe, 2000). The biologically variable ventilator imitates

breath-to-breath variation in ventilatory freqr-rency that characterizes normal spon-

taneolts ventilation. Changes in ventilatory frequency resnlt in reciprocal changes in

tidai volume and maintains minute ventilation, which is a product of tidal volume

and frequency.

Biologically variable ventilation gave rise to better arteriai oxygenation, carbon

dioxide clearance and compliance, as well as lower shunt fraction. A greater fraction

of deLivered ticlal volnme was used with biologically variable ventilation, while less of

it entered the lungs, indicating that the methocl by which breaths are deliverecl ap-

pears to be important. Increasing tidal volume in a monotonous manner seems to be

useless. In a model of acute respiratory distress synclrome, 72To greaïer ticlal volnme

was found after 4 hottrs, with a significant difference in compliance, when comparing

biologically variable ventilation with conventional control mode ventilatio¡.

2.!.5 Inverse Power Law

The inverse power law characteristic is common in biological rhythms. The conven-

tional controi mocle ventilation, which is standard for anesthesia, eliminates normal

noisy ventilatory patterns. Inverse power law behavior can define many features of

pulmonary mechanics and gas exchange. In the experiment ran by M¿tch et al.

(2000), the respiratory variation nsed with biologically variable ventilation is not

random, as it is distributed as 7f f",, witir ø : 1 for pink noise, or fractal noise.

This stu.dy demoustrated an advantage in using biologically variable ventilation ancl
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suggested it may be a superior mode for controllecl ventilation du.ring anesthesia.

2.L.6 Advantage of Biologically Variable Ventilation

Using biologicaily variable ventilation in a porcine model, improved arterial oxygena-

tion has been observed, without an increase in mean airway pressure. It has been

suggested (Mutch et al., 2000) that biologically variable ventilation improves arterial

oxygenation by allowing for recruitment of collapsed alveoli, which open in bnrsts,

or avalanches. With a variable signai, the volume gained at higher airway pressures

exceeds the vohrme lost at lower pressures over time. Therefore, the net result is

an improvement in oxygenation withottt increasing mean airway pressnre. It was

speculated that these resttlts were actually dr"re to sighs, which occur infrequently;

however, it was shown that this was not the case (Mutch et al., 2000).

2.I.7 Fractal Sequences In Mechanical Ventilation

In a series of animal studies, biologically variable ventilation, with its fractal cleiivery

pattern for both respiratory rate and tidal vohrme, has been shown to improve arte-

rial oxygenation in a porcine model of acute respiratory distress syndrome (Boker,

Graham, Walley, McManus, Girling, Waiker, Lefevre, and Mutch, 2002). Stuclies

point to the fact that biologically variable ventilation, programmed with fractal be-

havior, can recrttit atelectatic lung units, as well as prevent the collapse of aeratecl

units. This study used an oleic acid injured lung, which is an excellent model to study

recrltitment and de-recruitment, and compares well to clinical examples of acute res-
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piratory distress syndrome. The addition of a fractal signal restores breath-to-breath

variability to a low tidal volume ventiiation strategy ancl has been shown to improve

arterial oxygenation, shunt fraction, and alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient at lower

peak airway pressure in a porcine model of acnte respiratory distress syndrome.

In the study done by Boker et al. (2002), ventilation occurred on the lirrear por-

tion of the pressure-volume clrrve. This linear portion is situated between the lower

and upper points of maximum compliance change. They f'ound that biologically vari-

able ventilation can occttr over a wider range of airway pressures along the maximal

alveolar recrttitment phase, withou.t an increase in mean airway pressnre. Stçclies

suggest that recruitment occurs throughorit the iinear portion of the pressure-vol¡me

curve. Recruitment has been shown to follow power law, or fractal characteristics,

when measuring the relative jnmps in terminal airway resistance ancl the time in-

terval between jumps. A noisy signal that has fractal characteristics mav be best

in order to recntit alveoli nnder such circumstances. Rare events, snch as high ancl

low end-inspiratory pressures, are more freqrient with a power law distribltion than

in a Gaussian distribution. A fractal signal can potentially maximize recmitment

without an increase in either airway pressure, or peak airway pressure. Biologically

variable ventilation resnlted in a significantly lower peak airway pressrlre than that

seen with conventional control mode ventilation.
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2.2 Derivation of the Pressure-Volume Equation

2.2.I Requirements of the Equation

We would next like to be able to describe the pulmonary pressure-volurne curve

with a single comprehensive equation, which must be able to take into consicleration

the elastic properties of the h"mgs. The form of the crlrve would consist of the

compliance of the curve at variotts pressures or over some voiume range. Since

the pressure-volttme curve is nonlinear in shape, the valnes of the parameters and

observed changes of the parameters can vary substantially, depending on the pressure

or volume observed. In order to accurately estimate the values of these parameters,

data collection at precise points of the crlrve or extrapoLation of the clata within a

section of the pressure-volume crlrve may become necessary. This difficult process is

eased with the ltse of an equation to describe the crlrve (Venegas, Harris and Simon,

1ee8).

2.2.2 Sigmoidal Shape of the Pressure-Volume Curve

The pressure-volume curve can be described as having a sigmoidal shape. The lower

portion of this curve becomes important when it comes to patients with acqte res-

piratory distress syndrome, which is a common clisease, with about a 30% mortality

rate. This lower portion of the static inflation pressure-volume curve has recently

been identified as a safe area of ventilator pressures dr.rring mechanical ventilation for

patients diagnosed with acute respiratory distress synclrome. Resulting lung injuries
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from conventional ventilators, occurring in acnte respiratory distress syndrome, are

caused by an overdistension, or stress, on alveoli at high pressures and/or by in-

creased forces from repetitive recruitment and de-recruitment of alveolar units.

In patients with acute respiratory clistress syndrome, the inflation limb of the

presstì.re-volttme cttrve is sigmoidal in shape and has a point of rapid change in

npward curvature, known as the "lower corner pressure" (P.¿), and a point of rapid

change in downward cnrvatrire, known as the "ripper corner pressure" (P.,) (Venegas

et al., 1998).

It is thought that P¿ is the pressure where maximaL alveolar recruitment occurs,

while P., is the pressure above which considerable damage to the lung may occur

due to overdistension. Mechanical ventilation with airway pressures kept between

P¿ and P.u ale thought to maximize recruitment of alveolar nnits, while limiting

alveolar overdistension. In practice, P¿ and P., were often estimated by eye from a

plot of the pressure-volttme curve, which is a methocl that is very imprecise, as well

as subjective (Harris, Hess and Venegas, 2000).

2.2.3 Equation of the Sigmoidal Curve

Venegas et al. (1998) attempted to fit a curve to pressure-vohrme data. This curve

attempted to more accurately define the curve over a specific desired data range. lVe

can allow for comparisons between curves obtained from different patients or under

changing conditions, by normalizing the volume data by total lung capacity.

Total ittng capacity is definecl to be a 1- b, where o represents the vohime at
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the lower asymptote and ó represents the volume difference between the ripper ancl

lower asymptotes (Venegas et al., i998). Total lung capacity is rarely reachecl at the

higher pressures. Therefore, total lung capacity valnes are more objectively founcl

using cttrve fitting methods. Physiologicaily r-rseftil parameters, obtained from the

fitted model, might characterize the pressure-volume curve over the full range of the

data. It has been suggested (Venegas et al., 1998) that a sigmoiclal equation of the

form in equation (2.1) be used to describe how pressure ancl volume are relatecl in

the lungs.

V : al
1¡ s-(P-c)/d

(2.r)

Each parameter in eqttation (2.t) has a physiological meaning. The parameter

o coresponds to the lower asymptote and has units of volume. The parameter ö

corresponds to the difference between the lower asymptote ancl total lung capacity

and has ttnits of volttme. The parameter c corresponds to the pressure at the inflection

point of the sigmoidai curve. Finally, the parameter d is proportional to the pressnre

range at which most of the volume change takes place. In essence, d is relatecl to the

pressure difference between the two points of maximnm curvature. The acc¿racy of

this equation was assessed by fitting it to previous pressure-volume data obtained

from intubated and mechanically ventilatecl lungs (Venegas et al., iggs).
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2.2.4 The Sigmoidal Equation in Fractice

TheresultsoftheexperimentbyVenegasetai. (199S) showedthatequation(2.1) fit

equally well the inflation and deflation pressr-rre-volume curves for normal hrngs, as

well as patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome. In addition, it was founcl

that when plotting (V - a)lb vs. (P - c)ld, a tight relationship that closely follows

equation (2.1) was found.

The main finding from this study is that the sigmoidal eqr-ration in eqnation

(2.1) fit the inflation and deflation iimbs of bhe pressure-voiume clata with excellent

accuracy ttnder a variety of conditions. Equation (2.1) is also very useful in the

physiological sense. In the normal lung, alveolar cle-recmitment shoulcl be minimizecl,

while in a lung with acute respiratory clistress syndrome, cle-recmitment shouicl be

substantially increased. If the location of P¿ on the x-axis reflects tire pressure

at which rapid alveolar recrttitment begins, then P"¿ in the normal lung sho¿icl be

negative. In acute respiratory distress syndrome, P"¿ should be shifted to the right

and positive.

2.2.5 Other Suggested Equations

Other pressure-volume equations have also been snggested, other than equation (2.1).

One equation proposed (Venegas et al., 1998) is the exponential function, shown in

equation (2.2).
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V: (A- B"-kP) (t )\

Here' the parameter A represents the total lu,ng capacit¡ measured in units of

volttme, while parameters B and k correspond to the elastic stiffness of the l¡ng.

This equation only fits well for lung volurnes which comprise 50% of totai l¡ng

capacity. This should not be surprising, since equation (2.1) converges to equation

(2.2) for large valr-r.es of pressure and with ,4:¿*b, B:be"/d, anclk:d. FIowever,

this equation does not fit the lower range of lung volumes well at all, especialty f'or

lungs with alveolar de-recrttitment and/or airway closnre, such as that seen in ac¿te

respiratory distress syndrome. In order to alleviate this problem, we woulcL neecl to

investigate more complex models, which would result in improved cnrve fitting, while

adding more problems with parameters that have little or no physiological meaning.

Paiva and co-investigators (1975) suggested a modei of the form of equation (2.8),

V- TLC
I -l krs-*"e

(2.3)

Here, kt, kz,, and TLC (total lung capacity) are fitting parameters. This model

was shown to be sttbstantially better than eqtiation (2.2) in fitting pressure-volr.rme

data for normal human lungs. However, since the lower asymptote of equation (2.3)

occurs al zero volume, its generai applicability in diseased lungs, where the lower

asymptote of lung vohrme may not be zero, is limited (Venegas et al., lggs).
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A hyperbolic-sigmoidal equation with five fitting parameters was also proposed

and is shown in equation Q.Q.

P:#+. {?7,n, (2 4)

This equation was shown to fit deflation pressnre-vohrme data from normai h¿man

lungs very well. This is not sttrprising, since there are more parameters in the

hyperbolic-sigmoidal equation than in equation (2.1). These parameters, though,

are not as physiologically meaningful as those in equation (2I)

it should be noted that equation (2.1) fits a diverse collection of pressnre-voiume

curves very well, due to its symmetry with respect to its inflection point. We have to

be careftll though, as the physiological phenomena occurring at each encl of the curve

are very different. During inflation, the lower part of the curve most likely reflects a

combination of progressive recruitment of closed alveoli and elastic inflation of open

Iung regions. On the other hand, the upper portion of the curve may corresponcl

to approaching the maximal elastic distension of the fully recru.ited alveoli (Venegas

et al., 1998). It is also important to note that even though equation (2.1) may be

symmetrical, the experimental data sets nsecl were incomplete; they clid not inclncle

data distributed throughou,t the entire range of the model.

Since most data sets are biased towarcl one asymptote, deflation limbs usually

include more data from the upper asymptote, while inflation limbs usually inclucle

more data from the lower asymptote. It is not practical, nor desirable to collect
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complete data sets from both asymptotes. Thns, equation (2.1) can be used to

extrapolate this information.

Even though equation (2.1) fits the data very well, it may have to be moclifiecl

to fit data sets that extend onto both asymptotes. One snch model uses the fact

that equation (2.1), expressed in dimensionless form as in equation (2.5), can be

approximated by the cumulative distribution fnnction of a normal distribution, shown

in eqnation (2 6)

V-a
1¡ ¿-(P-c)/d

(2.5)

Fï(P - c) ldl : -L"-i(Ð" d,r
t/2trol_':-o'" (2 6)

I{ere, standard deviation (ø) is approximated as being proportional to the pa-

rameter d, as o = dr/". The approximation of the cumnlative clistribrition function

of the normal clistribution to eqr.ration (2.5) is plotted in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the normal cumuiative clistribrition fnnction (dashed line)

to equation (2.5) (solid line)

Equation (2.1) in dimensionless form, therefore provicles an approximation to

the cumulative distribution fttnction of the normal clistribntion, which has to be

nnmerically calculated. This means the sigmoidal shape of the inflation limb of the

presstlre-volume curve in acttte respiratory distress s¡erdrome conlcl be reflecting the

progressive recruitment of alveolar r.rnits, with a clistribution of pressures that is

normaüy distribtited. Aiso, the upper asymptote of the pressure-volume cnrve co¡ld

reflect the distribution of pressures at which all recmitable alveolar units become

fully distended. If tirese distributions had similar characteristics, then the symmetrv

oo
i
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of equation (2.1) coLrld have a physiological basis (Venegas et al., 1gg8).

tr-rom this, one can also come rJp with a pressrlre-volume eqr-ration that is able

to fit asymmetric data as the produ.ct of a normal-clistribution-based recrqitment

frinction R(P), shown in equation (2.7).

I
R(P) - T ¡;_@_dE (2.7)

We then multiply eqr"tation (2.7) by eqr:ation (2.2) to obtain equation (2.8), shown

below.

V- TLC - Be-kP
1¡ s-(P-.)/d

(2 8)

We have an important advantage of having a mechanistic basis instead of a purely

empirical one, bttt since eqttation (2.1) fits experimental data so well, the increased

nr.tmber of parameters in eqriation (2.8) can lead to lower parameter sensitivity.

Equation (2.1) provides a method to characterize pressure-volnme crlrves ancl cle-

rive physiologically and clinically useful parameters, such as vital capacit¡ maximal

inspiratory volume, complìance at different inflation pressrtres) inflection pressrlre)

and upper and lower corner pressures. This equation will provide us with more reii-

able estimates of these parameters than eye estimates, which were done previonsly.

It will therefore redttce the inter-observer and intra-observer variability seen in the

clinical evaluation of the pressure-volnme curve (Harris et al., 2000).
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2.2.6 The Contribution of the Chest Walt

One of the questions raised concerning these stndies was the effect of the chest wall

on the lower point of maximum curvature of the pressure-volnme curve. This is

an important isstte when considering where pressrtre and volume shorild be set on

the ventilator. One study (Pereira, Bohé, Rosselli, Combourieu, Pommier, Perclrix,

Richard, Badet, Gaillard, Philit and Guérin, 2003) showecl that the chest wall has

an effect on the location of the point of maxim¡-rm compliance change that is lower

than anticipated. Thus, the pressure-volume curve is a precise way of cletermining

the point of maximnm cnrvature.

It was once thought that the effect of the chest wall was significant in determiníng

the point of maximum curvature, br.rt this was dismissed, as the size of volume steps

may influence where the point of maximum crirvature is founcl to be. In essence, the

greater the magnitucle of the initial volume steps, the greater the point of maximr¡,m

curvature will be. Thus, the pressure-volnme, or sigmoiclal equation, may be the

best tool in determining the point of maximum curvature.

2.3 Biological Variability in Vledicine

2.3.L Computer-Controlled Cardiopulmonary Bypass

There are other areas of medicine that also have advantages with addecl variable

signals. We will next investigate two other areas of medicine that benefit from the

theory behind the biologically variable ventilator. One of these areas is computer-
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controlled cardiopu.imonary bypass.

When performing cardiopulmonary bypass, a conventional roller pnmp apr.rlsatile

cardiopulmonary bypass is normally r.rsed. When compared with the compnter-

controlled pr"rlsatile bypass, which aclds natural biological variability, the degree of

jugular venous oxygen saturation was significantly higher.

A degree of jr"rgr"rlar venous oxygen satliration less than 50% cluring rewarming

from hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass is correlated with cognitive dysfunction in

humans (Croughwell, Newman, Blr.rmenthal et al., 1994). This means that a method

of bypass that increases the jugular venous oxygen satnration is greatly desired.

A1so, cerebral oxygenation was better preserved during rewarming from moclerate

hvpothermia with computer-controlled pulsatile cardiopulmonary bypass.

2.3.2 Prevention of Diastolic Dysfunction Using Biological

Variability

Another area of medicine that benefits from the nse of biologicai variability is in

the delivery of cardioplegic solntion after. cardiopulmonary bypass. Myocardial pro-

tection depends on the adequate deLivery of cardioplegia solr"rtion to the coronary

microcirculation. The probiem is, coronary blood flow is heterogeneous under nor-

mal conditions.

One stu.dy (Graham, Warrian, Girling, Doiron, Lefewe, Cheang and Mutch,2002)

wanted to determine if myocardial protection is improvecl when restoring physiologic

variability to the cardioplegia pressure signal during cardiopulmonary bypass. The
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results of this study showed that diastolic cardiac fìrnction is indeed better preserved

after cardiopulmonary bypass with pulsatile cardioplegia that has natlrral biological

variabilitv added to it.



Chapter 3

Nonlinean Modelling

We begin this chapter with a brief overview

regression. We then move into an in-depth

in nonlinear regression, including the linear

iteration methods. F inally, we will look into

regression model.

of some of the ftrndamentals of linear

look into some of the techniqnes used

approximation method and nnmerical

profiling the parameters in a nonlinear

3.1 Linear Regression

3.1.1 Model Used in Linear Regression

Linear regression is a powerful tool when it comes to describing data that appears to

be linear, or transformably Linear, in appearance. Equation (3.1) shows the model

that is commonly used in linear regression.

22
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Yn: f3pnr * B2rn2 -l- . . . + {Jprnp 1- Zn (3 1)

Equation (3.1) can also be written in vector form as in equation (3.2), shown

beiow.

Y-: (3 2)

a-\ D
.Lt)

In this model, the rn, represent

(Bates, and Watts, 1988). Finally,

form, as in equation (3.3).

the regressor variables, where p:7,2,...,P

equation (3.1) can be written in multivariate

Y:Xþ*Z (3 3)

Here, Zn and Z represent the error terms in eqr-rations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively.

Also, P refers to the number of parameters, and n refers to the n¿à response in the

model. Z is assttmed to be normally distributed with mean 0 ancl variance ozL In

this model, X is represented as an N x P matrix of regressor variables, shown below.

ïtP

rzp

lxNp

rtt ïtz

rzt ïzz

rMt rNz
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There are assumptions that mnst be followed in this model. If they cannot be

followed, other alternatives must be consiclered. The complete list of assumptions

for the linear model, according to Bates (2001), is given below:

1. Correct expectation function,

2. Additive distnrbance,

3. Disturbances independent of response,

4. Normal distribution of distrirbances,

5. Zero mean for disturbances)

6. Equal variances for disturbances, and

7. Disturbances are independent of each other.

3.L.2 Least Squares Estimation

Least squares estimation requires maximizing the likelihood function of the param-

eters. This ftrnction is represented in equation (3.4) (Bates, and Watts, 1988).

24

t(p,olv) x o-NerpeffÊË) (B 4)

We wonld like to maximize this likeliirood function with respect to B, which means

we have to minimize equation (3.5).

NP
s(P) : llv - x,6ll' : Ð(o- - Ð r,ooo)' (3 5)

n:7 p:7

The maximum likelihood estimate for B is shown in equation (8.6).
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þ : çxr x)-, xra (3 6)

3.1.3 Results Flom Sampling Theory

The seven main properties of least squares estimators, according to Bates and Watts

25

(1988), are:

t. þ is a linear function of

tnrn, means that p is also

Z, which is assnmed to be normally distributed. This in

normally distriblrted.

ò.

4.

2. EIP):P, which implies the least squares estimator is an unbiased estimator.

Yarlþ1:oz(Xr X¡-t

A 1- a joint confidence region for p is the ellipsoicl represented in equation (3.7).

@ - l3)'x'x(p - þ) < pszF(p,N - p;a),, (B 7)

where s2 : # and where F(P, N - P;*) clenotes an F-clistribution with P numer-

ator degrees of freedom and N - P denominator degrees of freedom.

5. A 1-a marginal confidence interval for the parameter po is shown in equation

(3 8)

poI se(po)¿(N - P;al2), (3 8)

wlrere se(pò: rr/(XîXLTã and ú(N - P;al2) denotes a r-clistriburion with

N - P degrees of freedom.
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6. A |-a confidence interval for the expected

(3.e).

response at z6 is

26

shown in equation

x[þ+s x$(XrX¡-ix6 ú(1rr - P;alz) (3 e)

7. A 7-a confidence

(3.10).

band for the response function at any x is shown in equation

*rp+s/*\>crxft" M (3.10)

3.1.4 Results Based on Likelihood Inference

The likelihood equation, I(8, olg), depends on {3 only in the region through lla - x lsll

(Bates, and Watts, 1988). This implies the likelihoocl contonrs are of the form of

equation (3.11).

llv -xÉll' :,, (3.11)

wherecisaconstant.
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A I-a joint confidence region is identical to a likelihoocl region bouncled by a

contour, where

":S(p)[t+¡]r( P, N - P; a)l

The only difference between the conficlence region and the likeLihood region, how-

ever, is in the interpretation.

3.1.5 Geometry of Linear Least Squares and the Expectation

Surface

The goal of linear regression to estimate parameters, is to minimize the residual sum

of sqttares. When we describe an expectation function as being linear, we are saying

it is linear in the parameters, as opposed to the explanatory variables.

The expectation sttrface is a function in P-dimensional space that describes the

expected response at specific parameter valnes. In linear regression, where the pa-

rameters are linear, the expectation surface is a hyperplane in P-dimensional space.

3.1.6 Obtaining Least Squares Estimates

The geometry of Linear least squares provicles us with an easy method to compute

the parameter estimates þ. Atl that is neeclecl is to find a point on the surface that

is closest to the point y, then project it onto the expectation surface. This gives tis

a point, represented as 4, which is the vector of parameter estimates that is just the

value of B, corresponding to the value of 4.
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In order to come up with an estimate for 13, we could use the orthogonality

condition X'(A - X 13): 0 to show that B is simply the solution to the Linear system

(x, x)13 : xra.

3.I.7 QR Decomposition

Another way to come up with parameter estimates in the linear moclel is by clecom-

posing X into the product of an orthogonal matrix and an easily inverted matrix

(Bates, and Watts, 1988). One of the ways of cloing this decomposition is to ¡se the

QR decomposition. This method takes the X matrix and decomposes it as X-QR,

where Q is an N x N matrix and R is an,À/ x P matrix constructecl so ttrat Q is

orthogonal, and has zeros below its main diagonal.

3.2 Linear Approxirnation (L",{.) Method of Non-

linear Regression

3.2.t Thansformably Linear Models

Sometimes a set of data, which has an nnderlying nonlinear behavior in the param-

eters, can be transformed to have the parameters behave in a more iinear fashion.

However, this transformation has to be used with caution, according to Bates and

lVatts (1988). The reason for this is that when transforming the clata, the clistur-

bance term, or error term, is also being transformed. This coulcl result in a departnre
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from the assumptions on which the linear model is basecl. In essence, the assumption

of an additive, spherical normal clisturbance term may no longer be a valid one after

transformation. If this assnmption is indeed a valid one after transforming the data,

then linear regression can be used to estimate the parameters. Otherwise, we neecl

to nse nonlinear regression.

In order to show some of the advantages and clisadvantages of transforming a

model into a linear one, we look at the Pr-rromycin example from Bates and Watts

(1988), shown in Appendix A. The data is plotted in Figure 8.1.

0.4 0.6 0.8

Concentration

Figure 3.1: Plot of reaction velocity versus snbstrate concentration for the Puromycin

data
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The nonlinear model used

MODELLING

for this data is shown in equation (3.12).

30

f (r; a,b) : b+r (3.12)

The reason this is a nonlinear model is because the derivatives of / with respect

to the parameters involve at least one of the parameters, as shown in equations (3.i3)

and (3.14).

bj-r (3.13)

ôf : -o,u
ô. (b + r)2 (3'14)

Now, in order to transform this moclel into a linear one, we take the reciprocal

of f (r;ø,b) in eqr-ration (3.12) and express the reciprocal of this equation as a linear

model. This is shown in equation (3.15).

oj
ôo,

11
I

-l10.

data, along with

b7
::: þo I l3tu (3.15)
AT

the linear regression line, is plotted below inThe transformed

Figure 3.2.
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20 30 40

1/Concentration

Figure 3.2: Plot of transformed Puromycin data and linear regression line

Figure 3.2 tells tis that after the transformation, the variability is increasing as

1/Concentration increases. This increasing variability was not seen in Figure 3.1, br.rt

has appeared due to the transformation. As a resnlt, when transformed back to the

original parameters, we see the predicted asymptote is too small (see Irigure 3.3). In

essence, the curve does not fit the data well for observations with high concentration,

as we will see.

The equation for the linear regression line in Figure 3.2 is shown in equation

(3. 16) .

31
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f. (u) : o.oo51o7 -l o.ooo2472u (3.16)

When eqr"ration (3.16) is transformed back into the original parameters, we get

eqr.ration (3.12) with ø : 195.8 and b : 0.04841. The plot of the original data with

this fitted eqnation is shown in Figure 3.3.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Concentration

Figure 3.3: Plot of Puromycin data fitted with equation (3.16)

This example tells us how transformations affect the assumptions in the distur-

bance variable, such as constant error variance. We can thus use tire linearly trans-

formed estimates as initial estimates when doing nonlinear regression, as described

,.1òA

O
rO
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o
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O
O
r-f
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in section 3.3.

3.2.2 Linear Approxirnation fnference Fùegions for Nonlinear

Parameters

Equation (3.7) showed the l-a parameter inference region for a linear model. This

formttla can also be used as an approximation for 1-a parameter inference r-egions

for nonlinear models if the parameters are close to being linear. This is done using

the local Linear approximation,

rt(O)= q1(0)-q(0)i-v(0 - 0),

where Û ."pr.r.nts the derivative matrix of the moclel.

The linear approximation method to nonlinear regression uses the linear model

results of q(0) to obtain resr.rlts, such as the joint parameter infèrence regions, stan-

dard errors, marginai parameter intervals, intervals on prediction and prediction

bands (Bates, and Watts, 1988).

Again, these issues depend on the assumption of a close approximation of the

parameters to linearity over the particrilar region of interest. An example of the

linear approximation methocl is discussed next. This example uses the Puromycin

data set, shown in Appendix A. The joint parameter inference region is shown in

Figure 3.4.

Òò
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Fignre 3.4: 95% andgg% confidence regions with 95% marginal confidence intervals

We can also come up with a linear approximation correlation matrix to see the

relationship between the two parameters. ThÍs is shown below.

Parameter Correlation

(L

b

i.000000 0.765082

0.765082 1.000000

34
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To determine the least squares estimates in a nonlinear model, we

a point 4 on the expectation srrface, srich that 4 is closest to y. We

determine the vector of paramet.r, á, corresponcling to the point 4.

need to fincl

then need to
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Finding a point 4 on the expectation surface, where 4 is closest to y is relatively

simple for the linear model since the expectation srirface is a plane of infinite extent.

The least squares solution to 4 is shown in equation (3.17).

4: QTQTY (3.17)

Here, Q1 is obtained from the QR decomposition of the derivative matrix.

It is relatively simple in the linear model to determine the vector of parameters

á, .orr.rponding to the point 4. The reason for this is because the P-dimensional

parameter plane can be mapped onto the expectation plane linearly and invertibly.

This idea is shown in equation (3.18).

B: Ni'QTi

35

(3.18)

When it comes to the nonlinear case though, this technique becomes very difficult.

The reasons for this are becaltse the expectation snrface is curved and nsually is of

finite extent. This results in difficulty fincling 4. Another reason for the difficulty

comes in the mapping of the expectation sttrface to the parameter plane. Thus, we

require an iterative technique to determine the least squares estimates.

3.2.3 Sum of Squares Approach

Another reasonable estimation technique is the sum of sqrlares approach. In

linear model, the sum of squares fnnction, S(P),, is quadratic. As a resnlt of this,

the

the
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contours in the sttm of squâres function are very well behaved and the least squares

estimate is very easy to fincl (Bates, and Watts, 198S). Again, the closer the moclel

is to being linear, the better the approximation. The plot of the sum of squares

contours for the Puromycin example is shown in Figr-rre 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Plot of sum of squares contonrs for Pnromycin example

When the model parameters are highly nonlinear the sum of squares function is

not regltlar, or well behaved. This creates difficulty in expressing the log-likelihood

function. In acldition, if the linear approximation is poor, \^¡e can overshoot the

minimum of .9(B).

It is important to note that the linear approximation regions can be extremely
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misleading. Thus, a more robrist method for nonlinear regression is needed and is

discussed in the next section.

3.3 lr{onlinear R,egression Techniqr.les

3.3.1 The Gauss-Newton Method

One way of accttrately estimating parameters in the nonlinear moclel is to calculate

the linear approximation to the expectation function, nsing an initial guess, d0, for

0. We then iterate to keep Ímproving the estimates until we fail to improve. We then

use the local linear approxim ation r¡(0)= T(7o)+Vo (0 - 0o) , where 70 represents the

derivative matrix, where each element is determined by equation (3.19) (Bates, and

Watts, 1988).

'trnp:Wlr, (s.le)

This leads to an approximation of the residuals, z(0): A - n(0). This approx!

mation is shown in eqnation (3.20).

z(0):v-ln(?o) +Voôl :"o -Vo6

Here, zo:y-rl(7o) and 6:0 - 00.

(3.20)
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3.3.2 The Gauss Increment

The calculation of the Gauss increment, ô0, involves minimizing the approximate

residriaL sum of sqr-lares llro - Vo6ll, where V0 : QR : QtRt, ,u)r : Qlzo and.

û1 : Qtwt (Bates, and Watts, 1988). This implies that A1ô0 : r.u1. l{ow the point

nt : n(0'): n(0o + do) shouid be closer to y than q(00). So, the new value of the

parameter 0r : 0o 1- ô0 will be used when performing another iteration, where new

residnals, a new derivative matrix and a new increment will be calculated. This

process is repeated untii we get an increment small enongh that we see no need to

change the parameter vector.

Going back to the Puromycin example, we had the starting estimates of the

parameters as á0: (205,0.08)". The data, expectecl values, residnals ancl derivatives

evaluated at 00 are shown in Table 3.1.

38
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n trn An rÊ _0þn u2't u%z

1

2

ü

4

5

6

I

8

I

10

11

12

0.02

0.02

0.06

0.06

0.11

0.11

0.22

0.22

0.56

0.56

f. i0

1.10

(o

47

97

107

123

139

159

L52

191

207

207

200

41.00

41.00

87.86

87.86

1 18.68

118.68

150.33

150.33

179.38

179.38

igi.10

19i.10

35.00

6.00

9.74

19.r4

4.32

20.32

8.67

r.67

1r.62

2r.62

15.90

8.90

0.2000

0.2000

0.4286

0.4286

0.5789

0.5789

0.7333

0.7333

0.8750

0.8750

0.9322

0.9322

-410.00

-410.00

-627.55

-627.55

-624.65

-624.65

-501.11

-501.11

-280.27

-280.27

-161.95

-161.95

Table 3.1: Residuals and derivatives for Pnromycin data uy Q:(205,0.08)"

If we now take the matrix 71, consisting of last two columns of Table 3.1 ancl

perform a QR decomposition on it, we come r-rp with ,u1 : QT zo, from which we can

calctrlate ôo from R1õo : w1.

The resulting increment turns otit to 10. 50:(8.08,-0.017)" and with sum

squares ^9(91):1296, which is less than ,5(00):3155. This impLies we woulcl move

á1:(213.03,0.063)", from which we do another iteration, ancl so on.
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3.3.3 The Step Factor

The Gauss-l{ewton increment can actually increase the sum of squares when the

increment is outside the region where the linear approximation is valid (Bates ancl

Watts, 1988). Even outside of this region, the Linear approximation is a close ap-

proximation to the actltal surface for a snfficiently small region around q(?o), given

that this region is differentiable. This means that a small step in the ô0 direction

should end up decreasing the sum of squares. \,Ve thus nse the so-callecl step factor,

À, to calculate 0r : 00 + Àô0. Here, À is chosen such that eqriation (3.21) is satisfied.

s(e') < s(do) (3.21)

Normally, one would begin at À:1, then keep halving this value until equation

(3.21) is satisfied.

3.3.4 Geometric View of Nonlinear Least Squares

Geometricall¡ the Gattss-|trewton iteration proceclnre is as outlined in the list below

(Bates, and Watts, 1988).

1. Approximate 4(á), using the Taylor series expansion at 40 : n(1o),

2. Generate the residrial vector z0 : A - To,

3. Project the residual z0 onto the tangent plane to get f1,

4. Map 41 onto the linear coordinate system to get the increment ô0,

5. Move to r7(0o + Àdo)

40
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We are actually doing two approximations in each iteration. The first is the

planar assttmption, where we approximate the expectation surface rÌ(0) near 4(90),

using the tangent plane at n(?o). The second is the nniform coordinate assnmption,

where we force a linear coordinate system V(0 - 90) on the approximate tangent

plane.

In essence, what we are doing is using local information to come up with a tangent

plane with a linear coordinate system generated by the derivative vectors, projecting

the residual vector onto that tangent plane, then mapping the tangent plane onto

the parameter plane with the help of a linear mapping.

3.3.5 Puromycin Example

In the Puromycin example, convergence was obtained at, a:2I2.7 and ö:0.0641, with

s2:119.5 with 10 clegrees of freedom, when the Gauss-Newton iteration methocl was

used. A plot of the points and the least squares curve are shown in Figure 3.6.

4I
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Figure 3.6: Plot of data and least squares curve for Puromvcin data

Figure 3.6 appears to show a good fit. We now proceed to examine the resicl¿als to

see if ottr assumptions are all satisfied, at which point we can be completelv satisfied

with the overall fit of the model. The studentized resicluals and normal probability

plots are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Stndentized residuals and normal probability plot for the Puromycin

data

These residuals seem to be very well behaved, despite the one relativeiy large

residual. Therefore, we can say we have a good fit here and can move onto some

of the parameter inference regions discnssed in section 3.2, such as the likelihoocl

contonrs, which are plotted in Figure 3.8.

r
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Figure 3.8: Likelihood contotirs (solid lines) and linear approximation contours

(dashed lines) at nominal S0% and 95% levels for Puromycin data

The difference between the linear parameter inference regions, shown in eqnation

(3.7), and the nonlinear parameter inference regions is that the matrix X is replacecl

by the d.erivative matrix, f/, o, the QR clecomposition of Û, evaluated at 0. Also, we

represent the nonlinear parameter as I, as opposed to p. This leads to an inference

region for the nonlinear parameter, 0, which is shown in equation (J.22).
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In addition, the linear approximation to the standarcl errors of the nonlinear

parameters are shown in equation (3.23).

t---^----7-
S.E.(0p) : tl (V'v);ì (3 23)

For the Puromycin example, the linear approximated standarcl errors for â ancl b

tnrn out to be 6.95 and 8.28x10-3, respectively. This implies that the95% approx-

imate marginal inference interval for 6, for instance, is

0.0641 + /1 195 ( 0.0007 57 4)ú( 10; 0. 025), or 0. 0641+0. 0185.

3.4 Profiling

3.4.L Introduction to Frofiling

We now introduce profiiing, because it is a good method for assessing the degree of

nonlinearity of the parameters. It produces better, more accu.rate confidence intervals

and it prodnces more realistic confidence intervals in nonlinear situations. We will

Itse the sttm of squares fnnction to produce profiie t-plots, which are very riseful when

determining confidence intervals for parameters, especially in the nonlinear model.

3.4.2 Profile t-F\rnction

lVe first begin with the usual confidence interval for a linear parameter, po, which is

shown in equation (3.24).
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u3r l lp" - llrl < t" s.E.(p,)j, (3.24)

where ú*: ú(N - P;al2).

This equation can be modified into the equation for the profile t-fnnction as

foll"ows.

{po I lpo - l3,l < t- s.E.(pò}

: {0o I lp, _ l:,1 < t., r(xr.x);}
: {l3o I l@, - lSr)rl < F. s2 (xr X);rr}

-{þol lffil .".,'}
Now, to make this equation more riseftrl in the nonlinear model, we would like l,o

involve the sum of sqttares function. To do this, we take the general F-test, where

46

Fþ:o

Flslo

First, we fit the general model without assuming 116 is true, and find the s¡m of

squares for error for the full moclel, SSE(F). We then fit the model assuming f16

is trne and again find the sum of sqrì.ares for error for the recluced model, SSE(R).

This leads to the F-statistic for testing fl6 : F þ :0 versus 11" : f 13 + 0. This is

given by equation (3.25).

[.esE(A) - ssE(F)]11

IJs :

Hn:

F-
ssE(F)l(N - P)

(3.25)
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This F-statistic can also be written in terms of the snm of squares functions, as

in equation (3.26).

t] [ssE(n) - ssE(F)]11
'- ssE(FvQ\-P)

s(p,) - s(p)
s2 s2(Xr X);o1

(3.26)

In equation (3.26), S(Pr): SSE nncler the recl¿cecl model with fixecl Bo. Using

eqnation (3.26), we can further simplify the confidence intervallor Bo as follows.

tR 1¡(þ,-g)2t<]t*s2jtvp t t (_y"-y)#t-

: {pol s(p,) - s(13) 1 F*rr}

(o,,\ß@r)-s(þ'
- \Ppt t-;----ri < ¿.Ì

: {þol -t* < r(þr) lt-},

wlrere ,(0o) : "¿gn(Po-P')t!G(P')_ s(P) 
.

This is the profile t-function. In the nonlinear moclel, we can frnd r(p) by using

the srim of sqr:ares function. We will next look at an example of making profile

t-plots, using the Puromycin example.

3.4.3 An Example of Profile t-plots

In the Puromycin data set, we will first profile over the parameter ø. The profile

t-plot is shown in Figrire 3.9 (Bates, and Watts, 1988). It should be noted that in all

profile t-plots, the clotted lines represent the 95% profile confidence intervals, while

the daslred lines represent the 99% profrIe confidence intervals.
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t_o

180 190 200 2r0 220 230 240

0,

Figrire 3.9: Profile t-plot for the parameter a in the Puromycin example

The dashed, straight, 45" Iine represents the linear approximation. The solid,

curved line represents the profile t-function. The profile t-plot for the parameter ô is

shown in Figure 3.10 (Bates, and Watts, 1988).
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0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10

b

Figure 3.10: Profiie t-plot for the parameter ó in the Puromycin exampie

The point at r:0 is the value of the parameter after convergence. Using

r : tt(70;dl2), we can come up with an accurate l-a confidence interval for a

particttlar parameter by taking the corresponcling vahre for the parameter, dictated

by the profile t-function. Looking at the profile t-plot for the parameter ø, we see

that the 95% likelihood interval for this parameter is (197.3,229.3),, while the g5%

linear approximation interval is (197.2,228.2). The profile t-plot for the parameter b

gives us the95% likelihood interval for this parameter as (0.0469,0.0862), while the

95% linear approximation interval is (0.0450,0.0832).

We would like to have a practical measure of the amount of nonlinearity between

49
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the parameters. One way of doing this is to look at how close the profile intervals

are to the linear approximation intervals. Another way is to visually look at how

curved the profile t-function is. lVe would icleally want a nnmerical measllre of the

curvature, which is independent of the scale of the parameter measured.

It has been suggested (Chen, and Jennrich, 1995) that first parameterizing the

particular parameter of interest, then calcnlating the second derivative of the profile

t-function at the point (0,0), will be a valid method of measnring nonlinearity. Chen

and Jennrich (1995) nse the relative nonlinearity index, which is representecl as 7,

in tlre eqnation '^/ : 2Q). This is calculatecl by n¡merically eval.ating the seconcl

derivative at the origin of the profile t-plot. This will give ns a measlÌr:e of nonlinearity

that can be comparecl between parameters. This new profile t-piot for the parameter

ø is shown in Figure 3.11.
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05
a (standardizecl)

Figure 3.11: Profile t-plot for the standardized parameter ø in the Puromycin exam-

ple

The value for ottr measure of cttrvature for the parameter o in this case is

i:-0.0249. The new profile t-plot for the parameter b is shown in Figure 3.12.
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05
ö (standardizecl)

Figure 3.12: Profile t-plot for the standardized parameter b in the Puromycin example

The value for our measure of cnrvature for the parameter ô in this case is

i:-0.0892. It seems that the parameter ó is more nonlinear than the parameter ø,

as the magnitude of its second derivative is greater than that of ¿.

In the next chapter, we will apply all of the techniques described in this chapter to

the pressure-volume problem, so we can look at some issues that arise when fitting a

four-parameter logistic model to pressure-volume readings obtained from the ì.nngs.
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Chapter 4

The Pressure-Votrursle Problerre

In this chapter, we look into some of the issues and problems in fitting pressure-

voittme (P -V) data from the lungs with the for:r-parameter logistic model of Vene-

gas, shown in eqr"ration (4.1).

v:a+--Jo-, l-r, (4 1)
I * e----¿--

where E[e]:O, Vlel:62, and ass'ming independence.

We will first look at the fitting of the pressure-volnme eqnation to a set of clata,

then explore some of the key issr"res enconntered cluring the fitting process.
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4.L Fitting Pressure-Volurrre Data in the Lungs

A.I.L lJsual Parameterization

In the first case, we will look fitting data sets using the usual parameterization, which

involves the parameters a, b, c, and d, as shown in equation (4.1).

In order to estimate the parameters in the pressure-volume problem, we will use

the techniqnes described in Chapter 2. We will use the R, programming langr,rage

to estimate the parameters a, b, c, and d in eqr-ration (a.i). The data set shown in

Appendix B will be lrsed as an example data set in this chapter. The fittecl equation

for this data set, based on the estimation procednre, is shown in equation (4.2),

below.

V : 4.819736 * i883.9894i8
, (P 20.802023)
I J- g----=lã5laõl-

(4.2)

The data, along with the fitted equation is plotted in Figure 4.1.
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F igure 4.1: Plot of data set in Appendix B, with fitted equation (4.2)

4.7.2 Star Parameterization

55
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We can aiso nse other parameterizations to

parameterization is the star parameterization,

as shown below:

P* : c- lcrd

P** : cl ki,

V*:e,*kzb

V**:a*(1 -kr)b

describe this set of clata. One snch

from which the parameters are given
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In this case) we need to find the values of the constants k1 and kz. To do this,

we reduce the logistic ftinction by making e:0, b-L, c:0, and d:1. This results in

equation (4.3), shown below.

A plot of this function

rl 1
v-.-_ 7l e-t'

is shown in Figure 4.2.

(4 3)
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Figtrre 4.2: PIot of the iogistic function, where ø:0, b:I, c:0, and d:1

The Java programming language was nsed to

Pressure:-6, r"rntil the second derivative is no

iterate along the curve, starting

Longer greater than the previous
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valtte. Then, another iteration sequence took place, starting at Pressure:0, nntil

the second derivative is no longer of greater magnitude. These points turned out to

be at Pressure:-1.317, Volume:0.2l1 and at Pressnre:1.317, Volnme:0.789. Thr-rs,

kt:I.3I7 and lr2:Q.211. The points of maximqm compliance change, or maximnm

second derivative, are shown as solid circles on the logistic function plotted in Figure

4.2. The compnter code used to find these points is shown in Appendix C.

Wren the new parameterization is appliecl to equation (4.1), we get equation

(4.4), shown beiow.

V - 7.365V* - 0.3651/** +
1.73(V.. - V.)

(4 4),1.31711P-P* P**).
t l- e ' P*+-P* l

4.L.3 Estimating Model Farameters

Going back to the example data set of Appendix B, the parameter estimates and

their respective linear approximated standarcl errors (shown in brackets) were founcl

using R, and are shown below:

ã:4.8197 (15.9457)

ö:1883.9894 (49.9675)

ô:20.8020 (0.2704)

d,:5.25I5 (0.2147)

SSE:15237.47

Nnmber of iterations:35

These parameters were measnred using the usual parameterization. If we instead
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used the star parameterization, our results for estimating the new parameters wonld

have been those shown below, with their linear approximated standard errors shown

in brackets:

V.:402.9070 (32.3991)

i/ ** :r4go.7 L47 (2g.ggl7)

P.:13.8853 (0.2317)

P**:27.7L79 (0.4389)

SSE:15237.47

Itlumber oI iterations:33

It should be noted that both parameterizations began iterating at the same point.

In addition, in the star parameterization, we corild have done a nonlinear regression

routine to estimate P*,lor example, or we coulcl have jr"rst r-rsed the estimated values

in the nonlinear regression routine with the usual parameterization. In essence, we

cottld have estimated P* by calculating ô- 1.317d,. It does not make a difference as far

as the parameter estimates and linear approximated standarcl errors are concernecl.

The difference may come, however, in the nnmber of iterations until convergence.

4.2 fssues in Fitting the Logistic Model

4.2.L Parameterization Issues

When looking at different parameterizations for the same model, we can consider

several issltes to decide which parameterization, if any, is best. In order to observe
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some of the important issues in this chapter, one thousand data sets will be generated

with the properties described with ø:0, ó:100, c:20, d:5, o:0.5, n:27,,k:3 and

Q:L.

First, we will look at how quickly convergence occrlrs under the two different

parameterizations. We can do this by looking at a plot of the nnmber of iterations

at valttes of g, ranging from 0 to 1. This plot is shown in Figr-rre 4.3, for the usual

parameterization.

Figure 4.3: Plot of nnmber of iterations at various values of q for the usual parame-

terization
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The plot of the nnmber of iterations at values of g, ranging from 0 to 1 for the
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star parameterization, is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of number of iterations at various values of q for the star parame-

terization

Comparing these two plots, there does not seem to be any difference between the

two parameterizations as to which values of q the number of iterations settled down.

On both plots, the number of iterations seemed to have difficutty converging for values

of q iess than approximately 0.50. In order to compare which parameterization is

best overall, in terms of time ttntil convergence, we can iook at Figure 4.5. Here, we

plot the number of iterations until convergence in the nsual parameterization against

the nnmber of iterations until convergence in the star parameterization. The 45" line
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represents where the two parameterizations are equal, as far as

until convergence is concerned.
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Figure 4.5: Log-log plot of the nttmber of iterations in the usual parameterization

versus the star parameterization

This plot shows that most of the data points are below the 45" line. This suggests

that the star parâmeterization seemed to converge more qi-iickly and more often than

the usual parameterization.

Despite these results, studies sr.rggest that parameterization has little effect on

the number of iterations (Ratkowsky and Reedy, 1986).

The Linear approximation confidence regions for parameters ø, b, c, and d for the
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Fignre 4.6: 95% and99% confidence regions for the parameters in the ustial param-

eterization

In F igure 4.6, we see small correlations between all parameters, except between

parameters b and d. There seems to be a rather large correlation between these two

parameters.

The linear approximation confidence regions for parameters l/*, V** , P* , and P**

for the star parameterization are plotted in Figure 4.7.
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Figtrre 4.7: 95% and gg% confidence regions for the parameters in the star parame-

terization

Flere, it appears the correlations

those in the usnal parameterization.

the preferred parameterization.

We now look at profiling the parameters in both parameterizations to find the

true confidence intervals, and to compare the degree of nonlinearity of the parameters

in each parameterization. Using the techniqr-res clescribed in Chapter 3, we can

come up with profile t-piots. These plots are shown in Figure 4.8 for the nsual

parameterization, r.rsing the data set in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.8: Profile t-plots for standardized parameters in the usual parameterization
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. The measures of nonlinearity for each parameter are shown below.

a: 1:9.9346

b: 1:-9.9479

c: l:-9.9515

d: 1,:-9.9693

The profile t-plots for the star parameterization, using the data set in Appendix

B, are shown in Figure 4.9.
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The measures of nonlinearity for each parameter are shown below.

V": 1:g.g37g

V**: i:-9.0476

P*: 1:9.9372

P**: Â¡:-9.0378

It has been proposed (Ratkowsky, and Reecly, 1986) that choosing near-linear

parameters is preferred when looking at the estimating behavior of the parameters.

The reason for this is because parameters with a high value for 7 might have difficulty

with convergence.

4.2.2 Other Measures of Nonlinearity

In addition to the meâ,sure for nonlinearity, 1, of parameters, we will recorcl three

other measrÌres of nonlinearity in our simulation experiment. We will record all of

these measures of nonlinearity for each data set.

The first measure of nonlinearity is calculated by first drawing a line parallel to

the 45" iine, with the intercept changed by only 0.5 units. The points where the line

intersects the profile function will be recorded, as well as the clistance between the

two points, which we will refer to as "line length", or LL(.). An example of this

measure is shown in Figure 4.10.
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05
P** (standarclized)

Figtrre 4.10: Example of the first measnre of nonlinearíty, LL(P..)

In this example, the length of the line between the two points of intersection of

the 45" line with a decrease in the intercept of 0.5 nnits and the profiie t-function,

is 7.71, nnits.

The second measure of nonlinearity is calculated by taking the limits of the 95%

linear approximation confidence interval, as weil as the 95% profile interval. The

intersection range is calculated and is divicled by the nnion range, which gives us

our measure, represented as 
'îPr(.). 

Here, CP is short for coverage probability.

An example of how to find dÞoO is shown in Figure 4.11, where the clottecl lines

represent the linear approximation interval and the dashed lines represent the profile

bð
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interval.

Figure 4.11: Example of the how to find CPp(b)

Here, the linear approximation interval for ô (stanclarclized) is (-2.I0g8,2.1098).

Also, the profile interval is (-1.9173,2.4036). This implies that

dÞo:]*-ll=E## :0.8e23.

The third meastlre of nonlinearity is calculated by taking the profile interval, then

finding where these points occur on the linear approximation line. The corresponding

values of r are then found. Finally, the intersection area is calculated between the

iinear approximation and the values of f (N - P;0.025) and ¿(¡/ - P;0.975). Again,

the intersection range is divided by the union range, which gives ns our rneasure)
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repïesented. asdÞ,(.). An example of how to find 6Þ"(.)

where the dotted lines represent the linear approximation

lines represent the profile intervai.

70

is shown in Figure 4.12,

interval and the dashed

0

ó (stanclardized)

Figure 4.12: Example of the how to find CP"(b)

Here, the linear approximation interval f'or ô (stanclarclizecl) on the r axis is

(-I.9773,2.4036). Also, the values of the profile interval on the r axis are (-2.1098,2.1098).

This implies that 1P"(tt): Îå.*q1#ffi:0.8e23.

The two responses, dÞoO and,îP,(.), appear to be equ.al here. The reason

for this is that the profile t-plot deals with a 45 line for a linear approximation

interval. This implies that when iooking for the equivaient profile interval or linear
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approximation interval on the other axis, we will get the same numbers, but these

nltmbers wiil be associated with different intervals. This is why the values for these

particular responses are eqtial. The reason why we are taking measurements on both

of these responses is that in certain situations, such as profile intervals of infinite

length, the two responses will be different.

4.3 Estimating the troint of Maximurn Compli-

ance Change

One of the main issttes in the pressure-volume problem is being able to estimate the

point of maximum compliance change, nsing only data on the lower g percent of

the curve. It seems the linear approximated standard error greatly decreases as g

increases. To this end, we can even see fractal behavior in the sense that, each time

we remove the first few points, we see the same recnrring pattern reappearing. The

only thing changing is the scaie on the ordinal axis. This is described in Figure 4.13.
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

All p#nts included

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

First p%int removecl

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

_qFirst 7 þoinLs removed
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Figure 4.13: Fractal behavior of the linear approximated standard error of the pa-

rameter Y+

If we make a log-1og plot, we see a straight line trend, which suggests fractal

behavior. The logJog piot is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Fignre 4.14: Log-log plot of S.E.(7*) against q

We see a similar straight line trend on the log-log plots for the linear approximated

standard errors of parameters I/**, P* and P**.

4.4 Self-Starting Algorithrn

Before we begin oltr simulation experiment, we require a way of selecting initial

values for the parameters, from which we will perform a nonlinear regression.

Since we are dealing with data at the bottom encl of the logistic crtrve) a valid

initial estimate for the parameter a is m'in(Volurne) - 1. The initial estimate for the

t.J

*

r.l
Ø
b¡
j
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parameter b we will use is 2 x mør(Volume) - min(Volume).

When it comes to the parameters c and d, we do a logit transformation on the

data, which changes the logistic fitnction into a linear fnnction. Once this trans-

formation is finished, we will perform a Linear regression on the function shown in

eqr.ration (4.5), then solve f'or c and d.

74

V-a P-clr( 

-) 

-- , - Þol þ7P,410-v d
where þo: -90 and, fjr:

I
d

(4 5)

Now that we have all the tools needed for analysis, we will begin the simulation

experiment in the next chapter.



Chapten 5

The Sïmulation Ðoperirment

This chapter looks at some restilts observecl after performing the simuiation exper-

iment. A description of the techniques usecl to derive these conclusions will also

be explored. A description of the simulation experiment will be given. Finally, a

factorial experiment will be performed on the important variables to see their effect

on the response variables.

5.1 More Statistical Tools

5.1.1 Latin Hyper-Cube Sampling

Latin hyper-cube sampling is the technique we will use to select vaiues for the input

parameters in a number of data sets. These inptit parameters include a,, b, c, d, o,

n, k and q. Parameters ø, b, c and d were describecl in Chapter 4. ø represents the

standard deviation of the actnal vol.nme readings from the model. r¿ represents the
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number of data points collected in one data set. k represents how far from the center

point we will take observations across the logistic crlrve.

In the simulation study, we will be taking observations at r¿ pressure va[ies. Iror

Q : l, these will be taken to be equally spaced between c - kd and c + kd, for some

constant k. For 0 < q < 1, the pressures are eqnally spacecl between c - kd and,

c- kd*2qkd. This is described in Figure b.1.
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tr'orn:21 andÇ:I

ooooooooooooooooooooo
c-kd c c-flçd,

Pressure

For n : 21 and Q:0.4

ooooooooooooooooooooo
c-kd c-0.2kd

Pressure

Figure 5.1: Description of parameters k and q

IJsing the points in the parameter space obtained from Latin hyper-c¡be sam-

pling, we will calculate the corresponding data sets.

To describe the technique of Latin hyper-cribe sampling, we will look at a smali

example with two input parameters, a and ö, say. We first set a range of valnes for
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both ø and b, divided into subintervals of equal length. The number of subintervals

of the range of both ø and ó is equal to the nnmber of data sets we will generate. To

select the first element of the Latin hyper-cube sample, we first select a subdivision

in the range of ¿z at random, then select a subdivision in the range of b at random.

The next point is obtained by selecting a subclivision in the range of ø that hasn't

been chosen yet, then a subdivision in the range of ó that hasn't been chosen yet.

This process is repeated to obtain parameter values for each additional data set

required. This process is outlined in Table 5.1 for two parameters, with 3 data sets

being generated.

Table 5.1: Latin hyper-cube sampling example

Latin hyper-cube sampling is similar to the Latin square design, but can be

expanded to include more than 2 blocking variables. This process is known to provide

good spatial coverage of the parameter values, allowing for good coverage of the

parameter space. In ottr simuiation study, 1000 points in the parameter space will

be chosen, using the Latin hyper-cube sampling method. Using these points, 1000

data sets will be generated, each having the properties of its corresponding poinl, in
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the sample space.

Latin hyper-cr-rbe sampling will give ns a good selection of parameter points with

which we can draw statisticaliy valid conclusions. lVe will set the valne of c¿ to be 0

and c to be 100. These parameters are fixed, becanse they only have a translationai

effect on the logistic function. They clo not affect the seconcl derivative of the logistic

function. Therefore, it should not make any clif{erence as to the vahres chosen for

these parameters. The range for the parameter b will be 1000 to 2000, the range for

d wili be 10 to 20, the range for ø will be 0 to 10, the range f'or k will be 1 to 5,

the range for q will be 0.3 to 1 and the range for n will be 11 to 41 in odd integers.

The ranges for ó and d were chosen, because these valnes were common in the pig

stndies. The range for q will be from 0.3 to 1, becanse convergence for vahies of q

less than 0.50 is rarely obtained, let alone for q less than 0.30. The rest of the ranges

were chosen, because we are interested in what happens there.

5.L.2 Partial Fl.ank Correlation Coefficients

In order to determine which parameters have the largest effect on the response vari-

ables, we will nse partial rank correlation coefficients, which is a sensitivity analysis

technique. The idea behind this technique is that we use ranks of the data rather

than the data itself, because we want the response and the parameter to be plotted

on the same scale. In order to do this, we use the nonparametric technique of ranking

the data, then plotting the data. We use correlation coefficients to see which param-

eters are most associated with the response variable in question. Finally, we use the
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word (rpartial", 
becattse we are looking at the effect of each parameter, u'ithout the

influence of all the other parameters. In essence) we are looking at the effect of each

parameter, as if it were the last parameter added to the rnodel. These partial rank

correlation coefficients will be plotted to find the parameters that are fnrthest away

from 0, hence having the strongest influence on the giverr responses.

5.2 Results

5.2.L Observed R esponses

We will record many responses in our simulation experiment. The first of these are

the estimates for the inpr-it variables. The next recorded response variable will be the

number of iterations until convergence, followed by the linear approximated standarcl

errors for the input variables. We then record all of the confidence intervals, which

consist of both the linear approximation and profile intervals. Finall¡ we recorcl all

of our measrtres of nonlinearity.

80

5.2.2 AnalysÍs

After running the simulation experiment, the

eterization converged on far more points than

nsual parameterization converged on 77 of the

terization converged on 618 of the 1000 points.

parameterization.

results showed that the star param-

in the usual parameterization. The

1000 points, while the star parame-

As a resnlt, we will focus on the star
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The partial rank correlation coefficients for CP,(V*) are plottecl ancl reportecl

below in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2, respectively.

C?
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q
O

oQ0 o'

g(v. ,v** , P* , P** ,n, k)

Fignre 5.2: Partial rank correlation coefficients for Cp,(V.)
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Variable PRCC

V*

v**

P*

P**

6

n

k

q

0.0045

-0.0055

0.0493

0.0775

0.2406

0.0802

-0.0003

0.2981

Table 5.2: Numeric Values of Partial R¿nk Correlation Coefficients for eP,(V.)

It seems the biggest drivers lordÞ,(V*) are o ancl q. We use the same proceclures

to find the biggest influences on the other response variables. These are ontlinecl

below, and recorded in Table 5.3.
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Response VT v** P* P** a n k q

Iterations
@ (Ð

Linear approximated stanclard error
@ 6 @

Length of L.A. intervals I @ @

Length of profile intervals
@ @ @

iv.) I @ @

iv*) ø @ @

ie.) g @

i(P..) 6 @

ir1v.1
@ @

LL(V*) ø rg @

LL(P.)
@ @

LL(P-.) 6 @ @
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Response V* v** P* P** C n k q

c P P(v.) 6

c P P(v..) @

ir rçr.¡ @ @

cPP(P**)
@ @

cP"(v.) € @

cP,(v..)
@

ir,1r.¡ ø @

cP"(P..)
@

Table 5.3: Summary of the influences on the response variables in the simulation

study

Looking at Table 5.3, it seems that parameters ø, k and q are the main drivers

behind most responses. To see what inflnence these parameters have on the linear

approximated standard error of the points of maximum compliance change, the de-

gree of nonLinearity and the length of the profile intervals, a factorial experiment will

be performed, where q is selected between 0.3 and 1 in increments of 0.02, k is se-

lectedtobe1.3,2,3,and4,andoisselectedtober,4,,7,and10. Allcombinations

of these parameter valnes will be used to measure eacir response, then plots will be

generated showing the effects of each parameter.

Finally, the data generated and the response will be plotted on a log-log plot,

where a straight line will be fitted of the formy : ar*b, where ø represents the slope,
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ó represents the intercept, r represents the explanatory variable, and y represents

the response variable.

The data is then transformed back by calculating the exponential of the data set.

The fittecl equation will aiso be transformed back, lrsing eqnation 5.1, then plottecl.

?J : eorb (5 1)

We are especially interested in the responses that have to do with y*, becalrse

the ventilator is set to a specific volnme. The ideal vohrme for the ventilator to be

set is at V*. The plots for S.E.(y-) are shown in Figtire b.S.
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Fignre 5.3: The effect of o, k and q on S.B.(I/.)

Figure 5.3 seems to indicate a number of things. It seems as ø increases, S.E. (y-)

also increases. It also seems as k increases, S.E.(7-) decreases. It should be noted

however, that S.E.(Z.) is smaller at iow valnes of q for lower vah.res of k, while

S.E.(y-) is smaller at high vahres of q for hÍgher values of k.
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The plots lor 1(V.) are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Fignre 5.4: The effect of o, k and q on 7(I/-)

Figure 5.4 also seems to indicate a number of things. It seems as ø increases,

"y(V.) also increases. It also seems as k increases, 7(I/*) decreases. It should be

noted however, that 7(I/-) is smaller at low values of q for lower values of k, while
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'y(V.) is smaller at high values of q for higher values of k.

Finall¡ the plots for the length of the profile intervals are shown
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Fignre 5.5: The effect of o, lt and q on the length of the profile interval ror V*

Figure 5.5 seems to indicate a nr.rmber of things as $/ell. It seems as ø increases,
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the length of the profile interval for

the length of the profile interval for

the length of the profile interval for

of k, while the length of the profile

higher values of k.

I/* also increases. It also seems as k increases.

I/* decreases. It shoulcl be notecl however. that

I/* is smaller at low values of q for lower vahres

interval for V* is smalier at high values of q for

5.3 Conclusions

In this study, we have fonnd there is a big error in the estimation of the lower point

of maximum compliance change when we take data only at the bottom part of the

ctlrve. We have also found the biggest inflnences on the clepartr-rre ftom the linear

approximation to be o, k and q. Therefore, when collecting data at the bottom end

of the logistic curve, we can better estimate the point where ventilation sho¡lcJ be

set, if as much data as possible across the logistic crlrve is collected.
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Summary

In this practicrim, we fonnd that if clata is only available at the bottom end of the

curve, estimating the point of maximum compLiance change becomes very difficult.

The Linear approximated standard error increases by a large amoLint, convergence

becomes difficult, and the linear approximation method no longer works weLl.

We found that the parameters in the nsual parameterization of the fonr-parameter

logistic function become much more nonlinear as q clecreases. Thus, the ability to

estimate the point (P*,V.) becomes very difficult.

This indicates that the four-parameter logistic model is not a good representation

of the presstre-volume data of patients and thns, other methods should be used.

One possible way is to ltse a nonparametric method. Other possible methods incl¡cle

possibly using a quadratic equation, or some other polynomial equation.

To sum up the research in this practicnm, if data is only available below the

pressure at parameter c, a nttmber of difficulties arise when using the four-parameter
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logistic model. Thus, alternate procedures must to be used.
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Glossarv

Arterial oxygenation: The partial pressure of oxygen in the arterial circnlation,

measu,red in mml{g.

Alveolar recruitment: The process of alveoli opening as a result of the necessary

pressrJre and timing exerted in the lungs.

Power law: The response is proportional lo r", for all values of ¿2. When the

response is plotted on a iog-log scale, the resulting reiationship is a linear one.

Porcine model: Model obtained from, and based on pigs.

Atelectasis: An incomplete expansion of clusters of alveoli or lnng segments that

may result in partial or complete lung collapse (Medical Library, 2004).

Flactal: A function or diagram that has a similar recurring pattern on various

scales. The coast line of the United Kingdom is an example of a fractal. The jaggecl

border has the same rectlrring pattern seen from either space, or looking at it from

the group.
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Appendix A

F urorrrycir-l Ðxarsep le

Counts per minute of radioactive prodnct as a fnnction of substrate concentration.

Puromycin reaction velocity versus substrate concentration.

Snbstrate
Concentration

(pp-)

Velocity
(counts/min2)

0.02
0.02

0.06
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.22

0.22
0.56
0.56
1.10
1.10

76

4(
97
L07

r23
i39
159

r52
191

207
207
200

Table 4.1: Data set used for example in Chapter 3.
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Appendix B

Exarnple cf Pressr.Ìre*Voluryee
Readings Frorn the Lumgs

Pressure-Voiume data for porcine model of acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Pressure Volnme Pressure Volume
1.98
2.30
4.00

3.90
5.10
5.40
6.80
8.00
8.00

8.90

8.60
10.40
10.30

72.40

72.20

13.50

40

50

74

63

103

110
1tt
I dt)

749
1-tIlr)

192
208
242

259
297

308
359

13.50
13.20
72.90

74.20
14.90
16.80
19.50
22.50
24.50

25.50
26.20
26.30
27.50
29.30

30.90
33.00

359
328
336

408
450

647
852
t777
1257

r290
l tFZtLù I L)

I428
r482
7576

i690
1697

Table 8.1: Data set used for example in Chapter 4.
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Appendix C

Java Code &Jsed to F ir¡d lq ayed k2

in Chapter 3

pubtic class Curvature {
public statíc voj-d main(StringI args) {

double t;
double prev=-1;
double K=-1;
double y=0;
for(t=-2;t<5;t=t+O. 0001) {

y=1/ (yatn . exp (_t) +1) ;

double y1=Math. exp (-t) /tttattt. pow (Math. exp (-t) +t ,2) ;

double y2=Math. exp (-t) x (Math. exp (-t) -1) /
Math. pow(Math. exp (-t) +1, 3) ;

K=Math. abs (y2) /Uatn. pow(l+Math.pow (yL,2), 1. 5) ;

if(K<prev) breaa;
prev=K;

I System.out.println(K+" rr+t+rr "+y) ;

Prev=-1;
for(t=1;t<5;t=t+O. 0001) {

y=1,/ (l,latn. exp (-t) +1) ;

double y1=Math. exp (-t) /tUatn. pow (Math. exp (-t) +I ,2) ;

double y2=Math. exp (-t) x (Math. exp (-t) -1) /
Math. pow(Math. exp (-t) +1, 3) ;

K=Math. abs (y2) /tutatl. pow(l+Math.pow (yI,2), 1. b) ;

if(K<prev) break;
prev=K;

l System.out.println(K+" rr+t+rr "+y) ;

Ì
Ì
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Appendix Ð

Sarnple Få, Code EIsed to Genenate
F ressure-Volun?e ä) at a

a(-0
b<-100
c<-20
d<-5
signa<-O.5
k<-3
n<-2I
q<-1
x [1] <-c-k*d interval<-2xqxkx¿/ (n-1)
for(i- in 1: (n-1)) x[i+r]<-x[i]+interval
for(i in 1:n) y[il <-a+b/(1+exp((c-xti] )/d))+sigma*rnorm(1)
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